NATIONAL WINNERS WILL RECEIVE:

**PHP 30 MILLION - GRAND WINNER**

**PHP 18 MILLION - 2ND PLACE**

**PHP 10 MILLION - 3RD PLACE**

For more information, please contact your respective BFAR Regional Office or the BFAR Information and Fisherfolk Coordination Unit at:

- **Phone:** (02)454-5863 (02)366-8535
- **Email:** dabfar_iprg@yahoo.com

Prizes will come in the form of fisheries livelihood projects.

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
BFAR.CENTRAL

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM
@bfarph

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
@bfarph

SUBSCRIBE ON YOUTUBE
@bfarph

www.bfar.da.gov.ph

THE SEARCH FOR THE COUNTRY'S OUTSTANDING COASTAL COMMUNITY
SUMALI SA PATIMPALAK PARA SA MGA NATATANGING PAMAYANAN NA MAY KAHANGA-HANGANG PANGANGASIWA AT PANGANGALAGA NG PANGISDAAN AT YAMANG-TUBIG

Criteria:
1. No illegal fishing
2. Observance of closed fishing season
3. Establishment of marine protected areas
4. Clean coastal waters without domestic and industrial wastes
5. Effective mangrove protection and rehabilitation program